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31 May 2022 

  

To Whom It May Concern 

Re: Ayah Abdullah Alfayyadh 

Date of Birth: 13 September 2005 

 

It is my pleasure to recommend Ayah Alfayyadh, a student enrolled in the American Diploma 

programme at Jeddah Knowledge International School, for admission to the undergraduate 

Programme at your institution. I have taught Ayah for two years, as her Visual Arts teacher. She is a 

conscientious and responsible student with good study skills, which reflects in her excellent grades.  

  

Ayah demonstrated notable effort, interest and growth throughout the two years and showed 

outstanding progress in the Visual Arts course, which requires students to have high levels of critical 

thinking and analytical skills. Ayah has explored a wide range of media and techniques in different 

art themes such as portrait, still life and perspective drawing. I believe one of Ayah's greatest 

academic strengths is organization and planning when facing difficult tasks. 

 

Ayah’s personal attributes are as impressive as her academic and creative accomplishments, showing 

great strength and caring through her involvements in the local community. She is an independent, 

committed, capable and a dedicated student. Ayah has volunteered as a teacher assistant at Alnbta 

Kids Club. By volunteering in this club and tutoring children, Ayah gained communication, listening, 

and interpersonal skills.  

 

Ayah gained leadership skills as well by participating in the AISJ MUN 2019, JKS MUN 2019 and 

virtual MUN 2020 as a delegate. Also, in her long pursuit of excellence she has managed to finally 

achieve another goal she had for a while, which is joining Mawhiba Institute for gifted students.  

 

Her great interest in arts, sports and language is demonstrated in the improvement of her art skills by 

spending a lot of time exploring and learning new media and techniques. One of the special skills that 

she proud of is her level of learning the French language. Ayah is a distinguished tennis player as 

well. She has been practicing since she was 8, and has improved tremendously since then. 

 

She has demonstrated development in all that she puts her mind to, and I can confidently say that she 

will succeed in any endeavor she pursues. Ayah has my highest recommendation for admission to 

your undergraduate program. 

  

Sincerely 

 
Sarah Dagam 

DP Visual Arts Teacher 


